Reduce Costs and Empower Operations while Ensuring Ongoing Compliance
EHS professionals will feel empowered, informed and in control with the web-enabled SelfAssessment Module’s (SAM) user-friendly features. This tool allows managers to filter and
document only those requirements that impact a specific facility or group of facilities, so
managers can quickly prioritize and respond to changing regulations before they become issues.
By empowering Operations Management your organization can reduce violations and penalties,
ensure employee safety, improve environmental stewardship, and foster positive relationships
with your regulators, customers, and the public.

The EHS Auditor® Self-Assessment Module provides the following:
 An efficient method for any type of organization to create checklists for any number of facilities at regular
intervals for self-assessment reviews. Easy-to-use administrator functions will design and schedule the
facility's assessments, find responders, and keep track of the results.

 An easy-to-use, web-enabled response entry program for facility personnel to answer questions in selfassessment audits without installing software on their workstations. Personnel use their web browsers to
access SAM on your corporate servers (purchase option) or via our software as a service option.

 Automatic communication to responders when assessments require their attention.
 Powerful reporting features (see reverse for details).
Easy-to-Use Web-Enabled Response Entry to EHS Auditor Audit Plans
Audit administrators can send a self-assessment checklist to any person with an email and web access to the
corporate network. The notified responder can log on to SAM and answer the assessment's questions.
Multiple Questions
Responders can answer multiple questions per page.
Fast & Easy Response
Responders will find answering questions easy, as a
list of common findings for the question can be
included with the usual yes or no response.

High Level of Detail
Responders can quickly access more detail
when needed for entering findings, or upload
supporting documents or images to the
assessment.

Multiple Facility Assessment Design
Audit administrators can create assessment checklists for a single facility or groups of facilities, based on their
relevant regulatory or internal standards/operating procedures that are relevant to the parts of the organization
being assessed. You can create a risk-based compliance multi-year schedule that covers all relevant EHS and
Management system elements that is conducted by operations staff and verified by corporate or external auditors.
Example of a Self-Assessment Definition
Definition tab - Contains
scope, description, and date on
which the SAM server will send
the assessment to all
responders.
Audit Content - Create your
own checklist or select any of
our customizable pre-built
regulatory audit criteria.
Facilities - Select facilities for
assessment. The responder
assigned to each facility is
notified.

Completed assessments can be automatically imported to Conformance Check’s Audit Response Tracking
Program to solicit and track corrective actions to the assessment's findings!

Built-in Detailed and Summary Reporting
Sample Executive Summary from Self Assessment Module

Reports Designed for Self
Assessments
Facility reports such as Outstanding
Findings and Executive Summary will
monitor your assessment program.
Content statistical reports for trend
analysis.

Corporate Departmental Reports
View the results of the facility's
assessments in departmental
groupings.
Powerful Data Selection
Select the date range, departments,
topics, etc. that you want for your
report.
Reports are automatically emailed
to your managers.
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